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General Overview 

 

 Chris Whelan is a Senior Associate at RBB Economics based in Melbourne, and joined the firm 
in April 2011. He has over seven years of economic consulting experience based in Melbourne 
and London. Chris gained a First in Philosophy, Politics and Economics at Oxford University 
and holds an MSc in Economics from the London School of Economics and Political Sciences.  
Chris regularly publishes and presents on the economics of competition law. His article on the 
use of upward pricing pressure (UPP) to assess horizontal mergers 'UPP: Striking the right 
balance' was published by the American Bar Association in October 2011. He presented on 
contracts that reference rivals at the 2012 Rising Stars Conference.  

 

 

Experience  Chris has advised on all aspects on competition law, including abuse of dominance and 
misuse of market power, horizontal and vertical mergers, information exchange, and 
horizontal and vertical agreements.  
 
Chris advised Viterra on allocation of bulk wheat capacity at its ports in South Australia, 
including assisting on the design, testing and implementation of revenue-neutral auctions to 
efficiently allocate port capacity. Chris has advised on patent litigation matters for major 
companies in Europe and Australia. He also advised Oihoo 360 in its abuse of dominance 
claim against Tencent 00, the first abuse of dominance case to be decided under the 
AntiMonopoly Law in China.  
 

Chris has advised on horizontal and vertical mergers across a broad spectrum of sectors, for 

example, including Western Digital on in its acquisition of Hitachi Global Storage 

Technologies, Heinz on its acquisition of Rafferty's Garden and Asahi on its acquisition of 

Mountain H2O.  

 

 

Sector Experience  Chris has gained experience of many sectors including telecoms, grocery retailing, fast 
moving consumer goods, banking, hard disk drives, public and private healthcare, ports, bus 
transport, rail, roads, water infrastructure, post, gas, electricity, aggregates, cement and 
concrete. 
 

 


